
 

WINE LIST 

Cellar Door Prices 

Sparkling 

Seppelt Original Sparkling Shiraz 2012 (chilled)                                  $35 

A complex wine with great depth of flavour and superb fruit and oak integration; Yummy 

Seppelt Salinger Vintage 2010 (chilled)                                        $36 

This wine is sourced from the best sparkling regions of Australia. Superb rich fruit combined with distinctive soft,  

toasty yeast characters lead to a crisp lingering finish. 

Yarrabank Cuvee L.D 2004 (chilled)                                     $55 

Delicate and finely poised, there is a complex and riveting array of brioche, fresh bread, citrus and roasted 

Hazelnuts. Complex, yet fresh; this wine possesses beautifully structured and intense fruit.  

White (chilled) 

Best’s ‘Great Western’ Riesling 2013                             $27 

Although better known for its Shiraz Great Western has a reputation for producing exceptional  

Riesling due to the diurnal weather patterns; this wine displays the typical regional style of the varietal. 

Mount Langi Ghiran ‘Cliff Edge’ Pinot Gris 2010             $28 

Flavours, texture and length are a result of an outstanding season for Pinot Gris. This wine exhibits ripe pear,  

strawberry and guava characters with hints of ginger and spice, densely textured with great acid tension. 

Mt Langi Cliff Edge Riesling 2010                                                   $28 

Complex and fine showing green apple and citrus blossom. 

Red 

Mount Langi ‘Bradach’ Vineyard Pinot Noir 2009                              $36 

Grapes from a single vineyard near Moyston, hand picked & plunged. The wine has lovely cherryfruit and  

varietal perfume, finishes with a supple palate. 

Bests ‘Great Western’ Cabernet Sauvignon 2012                                     $27 

Intense spicy, berry, leafy aromas and long, dense yet subtle lavours and classic structure are hallmarks of  

Great Western Cab. Sav.. 

Mount Langi Ghiran ‘Cliff Edge’ Shiraz 2012                                         $33 

This complex blend offers boysenberry, dark plum & spice characters frames by a bold tannin structure  

and long complex finish and is matured in French Oak. 

 

 

 



OTHER BEVERAGES 

    

Crown Lager   377ml bottle:                            $6 

 

Frou-Frou: fruit made fabulous; all natural cordials:  

Preservative free from fresh Australian fruits; great with soda or something stronger.      

Variety of flavours depending on season    375ml bottle:   $9 

 

Tea Tonic Gift Boxes:  

You can try before you buy from the tin in your cupboard.  

Large Box:    9 varieties               $45 

Wooden Gift Box :    4 varieties                          $35                                    

 

Nice gifts for those looking after the cat/dog/kids 

 

Dial 9 for any of these wines or beverages to be delivered to your door 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

51 Birdswing Road, Halls Gap 3381  

www.borokadowns.com.au 

http://www.borokadowns.com.au/

